
Thankyou for purchasing our decals

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING
There are a couple of things to be aware of before you apply

to your Thermomix.

We provide this “How to Apply” instruction guide as a guide only. Please use a method that you feel works best for you.

We want your decal to look its absolute best but ultimately that will depend on you and how well you apply the decal

to your machine. Different people will have different degrees of success in accurately and meticulously applying the decal.

Due to differences in environmental conditions, application methods and cooking habits (i.e. frequency and duration of

the machine reaching high temperatures) we cannot accept responsibility for an unsatisfactory finish to your decal.

http://facebook.com/Thermoartdecals

We would absolutely LOVE to see a photo of your Thermie

all dressed up so please visit our Facebook page and post a 

pic to our wall for everyone to see!

Don’t forget to follow us and join the 27K other people who

are taking advantage of our weekly giveaways and 

FACEBOOK ONLY Sales! 

WEB: thermoart.com.au E: thermoart@live.com FB: facebook.com/thermoartdecals

t h e r m o . c o m . a ua r t
decals - chopping boards - recipe books - cheat sheets
thermoart

If not applying to your Thermomix upon delivery, store in a clean, cool and dry place.

Thoroughly clean and dry the surface so it is free of any dirt, grease, oil or dust. 

Failure to do so thoroughly could result in the sticker lifting.

Close all doors and windows to prevent any dirt, dust, hair, etc blowing under your 

sticker. These can cause visible marks on the face of the sticker.

Applying The TM5 decals is a little tricky so please see the diagram for a guide on 

how to apply.

We suggest wetting a cloth with a small dot of dishwashing liquid and 

wiping the machine face and leaving it wet. This will allow you to slide the 

sticker until the exact desired position is obtained. 

Peel away the backing sheet on the first decal.

Align the decal as best you can with the white edge you see on the face of the machine.

The decals are removable so you can remove and reposition until you are happy with 

the placement.

Once you are happy, smooth down the inner area of the sticker (shaded in pink)

up to the hip on the face the machine, using a “squeegee” motion to remove air.

Then lift the outer area of the sticker (in yellow) away from the machine.

Pull the sticker tight and smooth the sticker over the hip on the face of the machine 

applying good/hard pressure along the spine of the hip.

Now smooth down the outer area over the outside face of the machine.

IMPORTANT: Lift the decal wherever you see any air bubbles or wrinkles forming. If left there they can

eventually swell or lift from the face of the machine. Due to the shape of the TM5, if not pressed over the hip with

enough pressure, the decal may lift along the spine. If this happens, carefully peel the decal back from the machine

and re-apply as soon as noticed.

Be Thorough. Any air or dirt trapped under the decal will result in the decal lifting in that spot and causing a poor 

finish.

Repeat the process for the other decal.

The decals are designed as a non-permanent decorative sticker and not designed to be left on the machine 

for longer than 12 months. However they will still remove cleanly for over 2 years.

Re using TM5 decals is possible but not recommended. They need to be very carefully removed and re applied to

the backing sheet, keeping the sticky side completely clean and free of any dirt, hair, etc, and stored.
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1. STICK DOWN THE INNER PART 
OF YOUR DECAL FIRST (PINK AREA)

2. THEN SMOOTH THE OUTER PART 
OVER THE HIP ON THE FACE OF 
THE THERMOMIX (YELLOW AREA)

3. RUB HARD ACROSS HIP TO GET THE
BEST ADHESION

3. REPEAT ON OTHER SIDE
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TM5 APPLICATION 
INSTRUCTIONS

Please view our “How to Apply” video on the website - www.thermoart.com.au
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